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The New SkyWatchTV Studio Is Up And Running, And We’ve Begun Filming Programs!

— A Personal Thank You:

“I would like to extend my deepest, and most sincere gratitude to each and every one of those that have helped bring our new studio towards this important milestone. It is a very exciting time for all of us at SkyWatchTV as we look forward to the future!

To each of those that have faithfully contributed to the project financially through their donations, those that blessed us spiritually through their prayers, and certainly also to those that directly contributed their labors and expertise along the way so far: Thank You!”

— Dr. Thomas R. Horn, CEO of SkyWatchTV
What do the Jewish Feasts, prophetic Seals and Bowls from the book of Revelation, and an Earth-bound asteroid have in common? This is the question on the lips of every individual who sees the potential correlation between the impending coming of Christ and the imminent approach of the asteroid Apophis. When Jesus spoke of His return, He warned that the end of the age would be filled with war, pestilence, famine, and even catastrophic cosmic events which would permanently damage the Earth as we know it. We are warned in Revelation about the personified star, Wormwood, which will collide with our planet, bringing poison to our waters and death to one-third of humanity. With such looming threats above as the asteroid Apophis is now headed this way, could we be approaching the era in which Great Tribulation and the Second Coming of Jesus Christ finally unfold? And does a hidden message connected to Apophis indicate we have already entered that mysterious end-times countdown? You will find the answers here in The Messenger, and prepare for some perspective pivoting illumination along the way!

We're also including The Final Countdown 2 Disc Collection DVD. Hidden within the biblical feast were the secret plans of Jesus’ death, burial and resurrection. But could it be that the secrets regarding His Second Coming and the Final Countdown towards the Rapture could be hidden in the feasts as well? Take an in-depth look into the biblical feasts and their fulfillments with Donna Howell before viewing them in context of the Rapture of the Church with Allie Anderson-Henson. Then finish your end times preparation with Dr. Thomas Horn as he details the vision God gave him about the coming “messenger” Apophis and the Revelation 8 destruction that is starting its Final Countdown at this very moment!

You'll also receive The NEW Best-Of Defender Publishing E-book Collection on data disc! Now for the first time ever this must-have assortment features 100 of the most information packed best-selling books in Defender history! These full length works are in popular E-book formats so you can read them on Kindle, E-Pub, PDF and other hand-held electronic devices! Give this collection as the ultimate gift to somebody you know this holiday season, or take them with you wherever you go! Valued at over $1,000 all by itself!

YOU CAN ORDER THIS PACKAGE NOW FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!
In the November edition of SkyWatchTV Magazine, I concluded my article with the unusual statement that it wasn’t only Malachi Martin who said the Vatican under the papacy of a Jesuit—exactly what we have the first time under Pope Francis—would become a machine of Antichrist’s final world order. Numerous other famous priests and theologians in the Catholic church have taught and warned the same for hundreds of years.

One of the most famous was Dr. Henry Edward Cardinal Manning, the Lord Archbishop of Westminster from 1865–1892. Before conversion to Catholicism he was an influential Anglican cleric but lost faith in the Church of England in 1850. He became a significant presence in setting the direction of the modern Catholic Church, and achieved particular fame for his doctrine of papal infallibility (the dogma that the pope is preserved from even the possibility of error when he speaks “ex cathedra”), which became dogma during the First Vatican Council of 1870. Manning’s unrelenting emphasis on the prerogatives and powers of the pope, including authority over local temporal and spiritual hierarchies such as local bishops, defined ultramontanism in his day—the idea that papal superiority should exist even over councils and kings.

But those facts make Manning all the more remarkable given how during the 1800–1900s a series of scholarly opinions were published outlining how events in the Roman Catholic Church combined with long-time anti-papist goals by secret Masonic infiltrators would give rise in the last days to great apostasy in Rome and the advent of Antichrist. Among the strongest proponents of this eschatology was Cardinal Manning himself, who delivered a series of lectures in 1861 under the title “The Present Crises of the Holy See Tested by Prophecy” (later incorporated into a larger study entitled “The Temporal Power of the Vicar of Jesus Christ”) in which Manning foresaw a future crises in the Roman Catholic Church initiated by the type of ecumenism and flexible dogma that many modern conservative Catholics have loathed following the Second Vatican Council and the teachings of the current Pope Francis. Manning believed this change to orthodoxy would undermine the authority of the Church and finally result in a departure of the profession of Catholic faith by the nations together with the displacement of the true pope by a false prophet, thus ushering in the Antichrist and global apostasy. Manning also believed, like Malachi Martin later echoed, secret societies like the Freemasons were part of this conspiracy. He wrote: “The secret societies have long ago undermined and honeycombed the Christian society of Europe, and are at this moment struggling onward towards Rome, the center of all Christian order in the world,” but when he looked at the prophecy in Revelation 18 concerning the end-time destruction of Mystery Babylon, Manning saw it was the hand of God in judgment of worldwide apostasy emanating from Rome:

We read in the Book Apocalypse, of the city of Rome, that she said in the pride of her heart, “I sit as a queen, and am no widow, and sorrow I shall not see. Therefore shall her plagues come in one day: death, and mourning, and famine; and she shall be burned with fire, because God is strong who shall judge her.” Some of the greatest writers of the Church
tell us that...the great City of Seven Hills...the city of Rome will probably become apostate...and that Rome will again be punished, for he will depart from it; and the judgment of God will fall...²

Thus, just as the Prophecy of the Popes and numerous Catholic visionary conveyances do, Manning foresaw the destruction of the city of Rome as a result of its partnership with Antichrist. This doctrine would have been unfamiliar to most Catholics in those days, so Manning went on to explain how Catholicism’s greatest theologians agreed with this point of view. He wrote:

The apostasy of the city of Rome…and its destruction by Antichrist may be thought so new to many Catholics, that I think it well to recite the text of theologians, of greatest repute. First, Malvenda, who writes expressly on the subject, states that Rome shall apostatize from the faith and return to its ancient paganism, saying: “But Rome itself in the last times of the world will return to its ancient idolatry, power, and imperial greatness. It will cast out its true Pontiff, altogether apostatize from the Christian faith, terribly persecute the Church, shed the blood of martyrs more cruelly than ever, and will recover its former state of abundant wealth, or even greater than it had under its first rulers.

Then he quotes Lessius, who said: “In the time of Antichrist, Rome shall be destroyed, as we see openly from the thirteenth chapter of the Apocalypse;” and again: “The woman whom thou sawest is the great city, which hath kingdom over the kings of the earth, in which is signified Rome in its impiety, such as it was in the time of St. John, and shall be again at the end of the world.” And Bellarmine: “In the time of Antichrist, Rome shall be desolated and burnt, as we learn from the sixteenth verse of the seventeenth chapter of the Apocalypse.” On which words the Jesuit Erbermann comments as follows: “We all confess with Bellarmine that the Roman people, a little before the end of the world, will return to paganism, and drive out the Roman Pontiff.”

Viegas, on the eighteenth chapter of the Apocalypse says: “Rome, in the last age of the world, after it has apostatized from the faith, will attain great power and splendor of wealth, and its sway will be widely spread throughout the world, and flourish greatly. Living in luxury and the abundance of all things, it will worship idols, and be steeped in all kinds of superstition, and will pay honor to false gods. And because of the vast effusion of the blood of martyrs which was shed under the emperors, God will most severely and justly avenge them, and it shall be utterly destroyed, and burned by a most terrible and afflicting conflagration.”³

Throughout history including recent times, numerous Catholic priests have built on the foundation laid by Cardinal Manning and other early Catholic authorities and have often been surprisingly outspoken on their agreement regarding the inevitable danger not only of apostate Rome but of the False Prophet rising from within the ranks of Catholicism itself as a result of secret satanic “Illuminati-Masonic” influences. According to Catholic priests in more recent times such as Father E. Sylvester Berry, whose book The Apocalypse of Saint John foretold the usurpation of the Papacy by a false prophet; Father Herman Bernard Kramer, whose work The Book of Destiny painted a terrifying scenario in which Satan enters the church and assassinates the true pope in order that his false pope can rise to rule the world; as well as similar beliefs by priests like Father John F. O’Connor, Father Alfred Kunz, and Father Malachi Martin, who taught this will happen.
As in the first book, the mysteries and revelations of *The Harbinger II* are completely real and are determining the course of world events to this day. And the mysteries are, likewise, revealed through a narrative. In *The Harbinger II*, the reader will witness the return of Nouriel, Ana Goren, and the mysterious figure known as “the prophet.” The prophet will now continue the revelation from where it left off and open up mysteries as stunning and mind-blowing as the first. As in the prophet’s first appearance, the revelations will be unlocked, one by one, through the giving of ancient seals, but also through dreams, and a little girl as mysterious as the prophet. In *The Harbinger II* the reader will be taken on a mysterious and epic journey to uncover the new revelations: from an island in the waters of New England, to the steps of the Supreme Court, to the top of the tower at Ground Zero, to a primeval forest, to the House of Faces, to the pedestal of the Statue of Liberty. The Harbinger II will also reveal the answer and the keys we each need to have for the days that lie ahead.

ORDER YOURS TODAY, FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $24.95 PLUS S/H!

As stated in our bestselling book, *Petrus Romanus* the idea by some Catholics that the final pope from St. Malachy’s list heralds the beginning of “great apostasy” followed by “great tribulation” and sets the stage for the imminent unfolding of apocalyptic events, this could give rise to the False Prophet, who, according to the book of Revelation, leads the world’s religious communities into embracing a political leader known as Antichrist. This marriage of Church and secular government would give unprecedented global influence to the Man of Sin during this period known as the Great Tribulation.

Whether Pope Francis could be this man, consider how accusations of apostasy are stacking up against him with numerous top Catholic theologians, websites, blogs, and discussion forums deliberating how he is leading the Church toward schism, ironically a fulfillment of the pope’s namesake, Francis of Assisi, who famously predicted about the final pope:

At the time of this tribulation a man, not canonically elected, will be raised to the Pontificate, who, by his
cunning, will endeavor to draw many into error and death.… Some preachers will keep silence about the truth, and others will trample it under foot and deny it.… for in those days Jesus Christ will send them not a true Pastor, but a destroyer.  

A respected Italian monsignor and former consultor to the Vatican’s Congregation for the Doctrine of Faith—Monsignor Nicola Bux—has even gone on record saying that Pope Francis needs to stop the “confusion and apostasy” he is sowing among priests and bishops by “correcting” his “ambiguous and erroneous words and acts.”

Perhaps more so than any others, influential Catholic television network director Jose Galat publicly claimed not long ago that Pope Francis is the “false prophet” who, he says, is “paving the way for the Antichrist.” Galat also argues the “real pope” is Benedict XVI, who was somehow forced to resign. Francis “was elected by a mafia of cardinals,” Galat said, agreeing with other Catholics already mentioned who see a conspiracy behind this first ever Jesuit pope.

And then there is Benedict himself who recently said the Catholic Church is “on the verge of capsizing.”

Pope Francis has in fact been accused of heresy by more than 60 priests, theologians and academics that published a 25-page letter in which the signatories issued a ‘filial correction’ to the pope, a measure last employed in the 14th century. The document accuses Francis of propagating numerous heretical positions.

Perhaps strangest of all was an inquiry not long ago in which the Vatican launched an investigation into a Catholic group of exorcists (the Heralds) who, after having discussions with Satan, have determined that Pope Francis “is the Devil’s man.”

But… let me ask a second, perhaps more unexpected question—what if Francis is not Petrus Romanus, the final pope of Malachy’s prophecy? What if that dark Superforce (Catholic Freemasons) that Malachi Martin warned about is the pope of Malachy’s prophecy? What if Francis is not Petrus Romanus, the final man?
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Perhaps strangest of all was an inquiry not long ago in which the Vatican launched an investigation into a Catholic group of exorcists (the Heralds) who, after having discussions with Satan, have determined that Pope Francis “is the Devil’s man.”
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And what if I told you the rabbit hole of evidence to support this global conspiracy doesn’t stop there, and actually ties the resignation of Pope Benedict, the election of Pope Francis, George Soros, Obama, Hillary, John Podesta, the possible arrival of the False Prophet, Antichrist, the Final Pope, discussions of a Messiah, and the election of 2016 and upcoming election of 2020 to those Shadowland occultists that have been hard at work to overthrow the Trump administration’s agenda?

I’ll get into that in the next magazine edition.
Giants are real. The small-g “gods” of the pagans are real. Dragons are also real, and their ultimate goal is to kill you!

*Giants, Gods, & Dragons* is a fresh look at the end of days, drawing on the worldview of the prophets and apostles, who understood that the spirit realm was far more real than we in the modern world believe or have even been challenged to realistically learn about.

Sharon and Derek Gilbert connect the dots between scripture, archaeology, and Bible prophecy to expose the enemy in the imminent, end-times showdown between the fallen realm and the Kingdom of God.

You’ll also receive an impressive selection of bonus material containing hours of opportunity to further pursue this fascinating subject:

- **Unmasking the Ancient Gods - DVD Set:** Derek and Sharon pull back the veil that’s hidden the true faces of the supernatural enemies of God for millennia. Featuring six cutting-edge presentations recorded at the 2017 Blessed Hope Prophecy Conference in Norman, Oklahoma
- **The Four Horsemen - DVD:** The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse are real entities, not just symbols of conquest, war, famine, and death. The hosts of SkyWatch TV’s Unraveling Revelation take you deep inside Bible prophecy to show you who these beings are and when they began their ride
- **Wars of the Gods Volume One: Search for the Titans - DVD:** Discover the evidence with Derek and Sharon as they tour Israel, Jordan, and the mysterious megalithic towers of Sardinia with special guests
- **Wars of the Gods Volume Two: Search for the Rephaim - DVD:** Join Derek and Sharon’s guided tour of the Holy Land ground zero in the long war with the fallen realm
- **This is War - DVD Set:** Derek Gilbert teaches on the long spiritual war from Eden to Armageddon. Six presentations recorded in September 2019, at the Look, He is Coming With the Clouds Prophecy Conference at Crosspointe Church in Sanger, California
- **The Battle Against Giants, Gods, & Dragons - DVD:** Spiritual warfare for the end times. Derek and Sharon Gilbert present more than four hours of biblical teaching on spiritual warfare and the enemy we face in the last days—the giants, gods, and dragons who are preparing for the final battle of the ages, Armageddon

**ORDER YOURS NOW FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35.00 PLUS S/H!**
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**Giants, Gods, & Dragons—Does The Bible Say They Were Real?**

**Who Or What Is Chaoskampf And The “Giant Living Creatures” In Heaven?**

**Mysteries Of Mt. Hermon—Will Dead Giants Rise As The Army Of Antichrist?**

**Is The Rider Of The White Horse In Revelation The Second Coming Of Apollo?**
Whoa, there… Hang on. I know this article title has the potential to come across as an attack upon the Church as an institution, and that might initially sound offensive. But remember: The Church as an institution exists as a result of the Church as the Body, and not the other way around. When the building becomes the only time we see the Body at work, there’s a problem. And when the problem is ignored, it becomes a disease that weakens the Body over time. Yet, “taking church outside the building” shouldn’t be a new or frightening concept. It’s actually precisely what the early Christians were doing: “They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts” (Acts 2:46; NIV).

Don’t get me wrong. I am not suggesting that you have to leave your place of weekly worship, quit the organized ministry, or feel obligated to launch complicated, extracurricular activities in an attempt to replace what your local churches offer the community. That would be a silly, impulsive, and likely unsuccessful attempt. The goal is not to “abandon” the institution, but to “supplement it” in the way that Christ and His apostles did upon the birth of Christianity.

Consider something that:
Follows the New Testament model;
Has a proven track-record of immense ministerial success;
Doesn’t cost a dime;
Takes place on an organic, customized schedule (and therefore naturally avoids “ministry burnout”);
By its very nature accomplishes the true meaning of communion (as well as many other benefits briefly covered in the next few pages).

Does it sound too good to be true? It’s not, I assure you. My husband and I have been at this for a while now, and the results have been immeasurably beneficial. It’s been some of the most important Gospel work we’ve ever done.

We call it “dinner.”

See, “church” feels a bit stuffy these days to some, but believers and nonbelievers alike can benefit from a well-cooked meal and some hearty conversation, no? If a gathering is presented as a “meal,” it accomplishes what the New Testament communion sacrament really looked like (not the Dixie-cups-of-grape-juice-and-one-bite-oyster-cracker communion frequently shared in Western churches). When we serve dinner (“break bread”) and talk about the Lord (“in remembrance of Him” [Luke 22:19–20]) with fellow members of the Body (the ekklesia, the “church”; a gathering of the saints together), this is technically a fulfilment of “church” and “communion” as the early Church experienced it in the New Testament.

Of course, though it may start as “dinner” (or a tea party, or whatever the Lord leads you to do), the end-goal is grander than steak and potatoes. As the conversation allows, at whatever speed fits the mood for those present, the Gospel can be discussed. The Bible should have a permanent home nearby where it can be opened and read from during these gatherings. (But note: Proselytizing is not the goal here!
Remember that bringing lost souls into our home to browbeat them or pressure them into repeating “sinner’s prayer” words that only lead to an obligatory, imitation conversion experience does nothing for the kingdom. It actually has the potential of placing unsaved people on a more direct path to damnation, Jesus says [Matthew 23:15].

With teaching, Bible study, interactive conversation, worship (again, when appropriate), communion, and fellowship, we are, literally and theologically, a New-Testament-style church with far more flexibility on the schedule than the building on the corner could ever have.

The reader may now protest, stating that they are unable to have people visit their home for whatever reason. Or, perhaps, you live alone and feel unsafe bringing people into your residence. Certainly, caution for one’s safety should always be a priority. But somehow, somewhere, you interact with people. Perhaps it is at the fitness gym. The salon. While you are having your tires rotated. At school. In the grocery store. At work…

Certainly you get the picture.

“For where two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of them” (Matthew 18:20).

Every time you interact with another and you carry the name of Jesus on your lips, you are having the type of Church fostered by those New Testament Radicals that flipped the world on its head and forever changed the notion of organized religion.

And you can do it, too!

No more “ministry burnout.” No more “getting someone to cover for Sunday morning.” No more “preparing three-point sermons when our schedules are a mess.” No more “feeling overwhelmed.” No more “obligations to stay to the end” of a service. No more “wishing that great service would have gone on longer.” It can be as simple as just having a friend over for dinner, or taking someone to the library and talking about God in the car on the way, giving someone a discount on a haircut or an oil change while reminding that that their Creator has a plan for their life. This makes ministry organic; unstrained; and welcome to the hearer because the intensity can be adapted depending on the individual.

In recent years, the Gospel has not been “taken to the streets” in the way that it should. We are collectively missing a massive opportunity while the West is still “free enough” to reach as many people as possible. This is especially true the longer that the lost feel that the church on the corner will be unwelcoming to them, which is a feeling that increases each day as our Body is further polarized by the unscriptural trends of culture. Yet, for the reasons just mentioned, many sincere Christians feel that “inviting nonbelievers to church” just isn’t the answer anymore. Additionally, certain “take it to the streets” methods of the past—such as standing on the corner preaching, handing out tracts, or offering to pray for the needs of strangers on the roadside—will be more and more unwelcome in some cities of the nation today, even when they’re not engulfed in flames or rioting.

Why not shift gears to something that works when the church on the corner doesn’t!? Why not reconsider the very thing Jesus and the apostles built in the first place?

With a one-on-one setting, our attention will be wholly and completely given to only one guest/family, instead of divided. This will give our guests the opportunity to: 1) share freely without the pressure of others’ presence, 2) ask questions that would normally never be answered in church, 3) tackle their own personal issues instead of hoping that the sermon Sunday morning will cover what they need to hear, 4) take as much time as everyone needs to discuss the topic, 5) make them feel like they are the guest of honor at our table, 6) allow them to focus on the Lord without the drama that occasionally comes with going to church, and 7) let them know we cared enough to plan an entire gathering around them specifically.

Whatever it looks like for you, if the Lord has prompted you to do something outside the institution of the Church, be obedient! If He hasn’t, pray about whether He has something like this in mind for you! Minister to someone in a way the Church has failed to. Minister to someone in a way that the institutionalized Church was never created to! This is the real Body of Christ!

As a quick note of caution, we also have a responsibility to reflect Christ in all that we do. A woman setting out to have a Saturday luncheon for a couple from church over the weekend, and then throwing in a pole-dance worship session after a couple shots of vodka, would not be pleasing to the Lord. As the Body of Christ, we are accountable to representing Jesus in all that we do, whether we are in a church building or not. No endeavor to “do church outside the building” frees us to behave in a way that contradicts the Word of God. If we wish to bless someone else, but we don’t know Scripture well enough to teach it with authority or recognize when an activity would contradict the Bible, then Scripture reading should be “the” activity of the event… no gossiping, no shaking feathers from the rafters, no spiritually giving birth, no dancing Salome’s dance of the seven veils, no nonsense. Simply inviting friends over to read the Holy Bible with like-minded believers can be as refreshing as anything else. And always remember, saying “I don’t know” when asked a question about the Bible, when it’s the truth, is never wrong. “Let’s look it up and read it together” is a beautiful and humble suggestion that many people outside the Body of Christ only wish they heard more often, since the Church has a reputation of being filled with a bunch of judgmental know-it-alls.

In addition to these stipulations, one final condition to this approach must be added. Without this, no ministerial approach can ever be successful. That is that we must return to preaching Jesus as both Savior and Lord. Many churches, in response to modern culture, have expressed Jesus’ love and ability to save—and this is good—but it has become the core factor of the Gospel to such an extent that those who accept Him as their Savior do not realize that they must likewise profess Him as their Lord. When we forget this aspect, we advertise “another Jesus” as was warned in 2 Corinthians 11:4. Jesus becomes reduced to a “get out of jail free” comrade handing our free candy on street corners, but Who is never given
transformative power in an individual's life. Often, the person backslides and Christianity becomes another checkmark on a list of things an individual has tried, but which did not work. Why? Because there are two ways of inviting Jesus into our lives: 1) we ask Him to “save us,” and allow Him to fill the space we have created in our lives so long as He doesn’t bump the furniture; or 2) we surrender our entire lives to Him, and understand that by asking Him to “save us” from our sins, we are asking for deliverance from that which causes us to sin. When we do this, we are not merely giving Him permission to come into our space; we are inviting Him to rearrange whatever it takes to truly render us the new creation promised in 2 Corinthians 5:17. For decades, God has been increasingly reduced to two things in the Western Church: 1) a name-it-and-claim it Santa dispersing whatever humans ask for so long as they say it in “His name”; and 2) the get-out-of-jail-free Savior who requires no Lordship in trade for salvation. Each delegation strips Him of His dignity and authority. It is time to restore Him to the throne He deserves to be on in our Churches and our personal lives.

It starts when we restore Him to Savior and Lord of all… Imagine an active, vibrant and organic Church working each day on the streets to collect as many souls as we can while fostering lasting conversions! This is what we are encouraging you to be a part of. What will happen when the Church can’t gather because of another pandemic lockdown? We’ll just keep doing what we do on the streets and in our homes! When agitators label the Church doctrines as “hate speech” and try to shut us down as they have recently? Mkay, again, let’s hit the streets and “have dinner” at home! Just think of it: If every person touched by this ministry idea was to repeat it even once, passing along the challenge to another like a “pay-it-forward” gesture, it could start a very powerful, New-Testament style movement that has the potential of ministering to a lot of spiritually starving folks.

The real Church is that which dwells within the Body of Believers (Romans 12:5; 1 Corinthians 12:12–27; Ephesians 3:6; 4:15–16; 5:23; Colossians 1:18; 1:24). Those who have taken Jesus as both Savior and Lord. If that’s you, then I hereby challenge you—I challenge you to join me in this New Testament movement and honor the gathering of the saints together with “the moreso” outside of that familiar, comfort-bubble-inducing building (Hebrews 10:25).

Somehow—because the Remnant is always spiritually alive on the inside—we will continue to prioritize the Great Commission until the very end. This means that true followers of Christ are soon going to have to learn how to “do church” outside of the building. We will need “practice rounds of New-Testament style worship,” so to speak. A return to the old ways. It’s up to you to take up the challenge and carry out whatever God might call you to in this area. It’s up to you to not procrastinate. The time is now; there are immediate benefits to worshiping together outside the building at this very moment… Not the least of which is the fact that the government cannot shut us down like it did during the pandemic! Join me.
In *The Shinar Directive*, we journeyed down the Luciferian rabbit hole to discover the matrix of darkness that has engulfed our planet. In *The Sheeriyth Imperative*, we dug deeper to unearth the power source of hell, and we discovered how the body of Christ can labor to impede its functioning in the earth and lay the groundwork for revival. Now, it is time to unveil the mysteries of both the Priesthood of the Kingdom of God and the priesthood of darkness. Until these mysteries are understood, God’s remnant cannot realize their purpose or be released with heaven’s power to overcome the agenda of the fallen denizens of the Second Heaven. *The Kingdom Priesthood* is a training manual for the remnant to discover their priesthood, their purpose, and their service to Almighty God.

*Sinai to Zion* is an exciting study of how the Bible uses the Exodus story as the basis for its vision concerning the glorious and triumphant return of Jesus the Messiah. For the first time, this book presents a thorough examination of many often-overlooked, yet critically important Old Testament texts that the Old Testament prophets and the New Testament authors looked to as describing the return of Jesus. Particular emphasis is given to the Blessings of Moses, the Song of Deborah, the Prayer of Habakkuk, the Great Processional Psalm of King David, the Prophecy of Enoch, and several other fascinating prophecies. The reader will discover how both the New and the Old Testaments frame the coming of the Messiah as the greater or final Exodus. Readers will be reinvigorated with excitement for the return of Jesus. The same fiery God who came down upon Mount Sinai in the thick clouds, in blazing fire, with the blasting of trumpets, and a mighty earthquake, is indeed coming back in the thick clouds, in blazing fire, with the blasting of trumpets, and a mighty earthquake to save His people Israel and faithful believers throughout the World. This is arguably the best book Joel Richardson has ever written.

Plus, we’ve also included:

*The Sheeriyth Imperative*, where you will discover a deeper look into the fallen immortals that now labor for the Kingdom of Darkness, how the unification of Superstring Theory and the Bible can play an essential role in our understanding of end-time spiritual warfare, the reality of multidimensional seed, what really happened when Lucifer fell and the force he created to fuel his kingdom.

And *The Shinar Directive*, which serves as a kingdom intelligence briefing for God’s people in the twenty-first century. On the ancient plains of Shinar, an evil was born: The first world king, the prototype transhuman, the ultimate despot, the Son of Perdition--Nimrod.

ORDER YOURS TODAY, FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35 PLUS S/H!
What if I were to tell you that the first rebellion against God was not incited by Satan? Suppose I suggested that there was a prophetic series of events which connected such elements as real-life dragons, pagan deities, Leviathan, the Garden of Eden, the Flood of Noah’s day, Babel, and Babylon with the modern economic system, COVID-19, and even reached as far as the investigations of Jack the Ripper?

Further, what would you say if I stated that one of the most pivotal moments in Biblical history occurred in a passage that most people skim completely over, never realizing its significance? If you were asked, could you identify who “Prisoner Zero” was?

In *Giants, Gods & Dragons*, Sharon and Derek Gilbert brilliantly answer these questions and many more. The narrative in this—their most recent book—comes absolutely loaded with both historical and theological research. Featuring the out-of-the-box, scholarly ingenuity which so consistently characterizes any of the Gilberts’ works, *Giants, Gods, & Dragons* will blow the reader’s mind. Connecting a series of dots which identify precisely who the spirits behind our modern chaos are, these authors illustrate that giants, pagan deities, and even dragons are alive and roaming our earth today. In addition, *Giants, Gods & Dragons* takes an in-depth look at the spiritual battle raging in veiled realms around us and how this combat impacts prophetic timelines: “where we’ve been, how we got here, and where we’re heading.”

(As a bonus, this work sets the scene for the topic of dragons by presenting a sneak-peak segment of Sharon Gilbert’s *The Redwing Saga Series #5: Realms of Fire*.)

“In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. The earth was without form and void, and darkness was over the face of the deep. And the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters.”—Genesis 1:1-2.

For some, this Scripture offers a backdrop over which the continuing narrative of creation is painted. But is there more to what actually played out here? Derek and Sharon Gilbert delve into the original Hebrew language used, revealing surprising implications regarding the earliest passages of the Bible, and illuminating the origin of the series of spiritual battles which continue to this day.

Is the original rebellion against God recorded in this ancient text?

These authors tackle this question and many others; pointing out that God’s authority has been consistently challenged over time by “A series of rebels and rebellions. Prisoner Zero. The Chaos Dragon. The Nachash. The Watchers. The Nephilim. Babel. Satan. The Antichrist.”

A sequence of conflicts between good and evil play out via these antagonists, and as the battle heats up, increased chaos on earth is the result as evil entities attempt to destroy “God’s most prized creation—man.” And this endeavor has seen one attempt after another over the course of time. In *Giants, Gods & Dragons*, Gilbert & Gilbert explore these attacks in great
detail. They elaborate on the implications of ancient cranial deformation practices, and outline provocative archaeological discoveries which will permanently shift the reader’s view toward ancient history. Likewise, Derek and Sharon discuss groundbreaking angles regarding malevolent beings’ hatred of mankind: including how evil spirits wish to punish man for surviving the flood via Noah and his family. And, *Giants, Gods & Dragons* also delves deeply into the account of Genesis 6’s Nephilim, using compelling research to address the long-debated issue of the giants’ origins. Additionally, information is outlined regarding the supernaturally-obtained knowledge imparted to mankind by the Watchers in ancient days.

For many, the notion of pagan deities, ancient pantheon gods, and even such seemingly fantastical creatures as dragons are the makings of an imaginative book or movie, but *Giants, Gods & Dragons* shows how ancient “small-g gods” are more than antique lore. In fact, these are real entities that not only walk the earth and assist in continued assault on mankind, but also each have earthly territories upon which they dwell. Derek and Sharon Gilbert show how actual regions of the earth have been dedicated to such wicked entities, becoming “precipitous and lofty throne rooms [which] could be found across the globe, including Mount Zaphon (abode of Baal-Zaphon), Mount Olympus (abode of the Olympians), Mount Kailash (abode of Shiva), Mount Koubrou (abode of Baal-Zaphon), Mount Carmel (abode of Mergart), Mount Etna (sacred to Vulcan), and Mount Meru (sacred to Brahma)—to name a few.” As these authors point out the quantity of deviant entities that dwell upon earthly thrones in spiritual realms, one can begin to see the connection between this stronghold and the rampant rebellion against God amongst mankind.

Perhaps one of the most striking aspects of research in this work occurs when the Gilberts present information regarding the prophetic 70-week timeline (the period which precedes the approach of the end-times) outlined in the Biblical book of Daniel and discoveries made by the very same investigator who pursued the mysterious Jack the Ripper. I’ll bet you didn’t know that, beyond investigating some of the most famous serial murders of the modern world, the same official also passionately worked with Biblical archaeologists, made a ground-breaking discovery at Mt. Hermon, and even calculated a timeline for Daniel’s prophetic 70-week period!

In light of these and many other discoveries shared in *Giants, Gods & Dragons*, the natural progression of questioning renders the query: *When does this 70-week period end?* How quickly is the *End of Days* approaching us? Clues to the answer of this question hover nearly everywhere: within political realms, in socio-economic settings, can be seen in cosmic and weather patterns, and *most certainly* are evident in the hearts of mankind—who increasingly turn their backs on the Creator.

When one examines the modern state of affairs in this world—Covid-19, incoming cosmic threats such as near-earth objects, and mounting tension felt by citizens on lockdown in nearly every country—it is easy to see an undertone of chaos quickly picking up momentum. Additionally, man’s rebelliousness against God seems to increase—just as 2 Timothy 3 stated would occur near the end times—in the forms of idolatry, immorality, and defiance (just to name a few). As this mayhem spirals further out of control, one may also observe that computers, mobile apps, and other automated forms of production are quickly replacing workers who have been mandated to stay home during the recent pandemic. Gilbert & Gilbert pose the question: is the computerized world of Skynet’s Terminator emerging?

And, as the foretold Horsemen of the Apocalypse seem to be approaching our world at break-neck speed, mankind can see the manifestations of their presence in the form of conquest, pestilence, plague, war, famine, economic upset, poverty, oppression, and increased dependence on governmental powers to offset these difficulties. However, can a man-made ruling force actually serve to combat these problems in the future? In *Giants, Gods & Dragons*, Derek and Sharon Gilbert show that the Horsemen who deliver such travesties are not nameless, anonymous entities who deliver third-party packages of despair upon the earth, but that these are rather ancient, malevolent, “small-g gods” who have roamed the earth since that earliest rebellion against God. These are named in Scripture for the seeker who digs deeply enough to make the connection. Only when a person realizes the nature of the entities who deliver disaster upon mankind can one truly look around at modern circumstances and see their connection to prophecy.

Fortunately, Derek and Sharon Gilbert have taken on this very task in this recent work, and these authors reveal this information and much more in *Giants, Gods, & Dragons*. This work clearly illustrates that ancient, vindictive spirits linger behind many events currently plaguing humanity. We are not suffering random, disjointed events; but rather we are watching another rebellion against God—one another attack on His creation—play out in our modern world.

But, knowledge is power, and the Gilberts definitely offer volumes in this brilliant and highly recommended read. *Giants, Gods & Dragons* will cast an entirely new insight on the way you view prophecy, current world-events, and even the battle between good and evil. For those who are educated about what the world today is facing there is comfort, strategy, and hope. Even as we witness another assault against the Almighty made by Prisoner Zero—the original rebel—we are reminded precisely Who our hope as believers is placed in, and that He is still in control.

---

Endnotes
2 Ibid. p. 12.
3 Ibid. p. 19.
4 Ibid. p. 73.
5 Ibid. p. IX.
A child who is trafficked is sexually abused on average 5 to 15 times a day, and only 1% of these crimes are ever reported. This unimaginable darkness MUST BE STOPPED, and right now we wanna invite you to join us in the fight to end child sex trafficking. Skywatch TV is proud to announce The Silent Cry Help The Children Package! When you order the groundbreaking new feature documentary movie Silent Cry from film visionary Josh Peck, you’ll learn first hand from the world’s most renowned experts in the fields of trafficking, pedophilia and satanism how Hollywood elites are actively engaged in the sexual exploitation of children! Why the mainstream media and culture are attempting to normalize pedophilia! Why we can’t depend on the government to eradicate this ever present evil, and what the risks are to you, your family members and communities!
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An excess of 500,000 children are being trafficked every single day in our country alone. Now is the time to take action! 100% of the profits from your donation for the Silent Cry Help The Children Package goes directly to Whispering Ponies Ranch, a safe haven where children who have been abused in unimaginable ways can find rehabilitation and healing in Jesus Christ.
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Over the years, Tom has often told our family, “If you want to get a glimpse of where we are going, sometimes you need to glance back to where we’ve been.” So, taking his advice as we enter 2021, I thought I would share the following “blast from the past.”

With so many people confined and restricted during a pandemic, I felt it would be fun to transport your minds and imaginations into one of the most memorable stories of my past from the amazing Arizona desert: The day I met my future husband and lifelong partner, Tom “Joe” Horn. Hopefully, this short escape from all the news about elections and Covid-19 will bring a smile to your face and a reprieve to your heart. Please join me with a peek into my recent book, No Fences. (Note: This excerpt has been modified for length and flow.)

I couldn’t believe he had done it. It was the one thing he had been asked not to do. This underwhelming “cool cat” that everyone had been talking about was just as arrogant and typical as any other goofball teen, and he was not impressing me any. For some reason, for some crazy reason, he thought he was above the rules, and now he had gone and ruined the horseback riding event I had anticipated for days, months, years prior to this event. Now, rather than to enjoy this day, here I was, jaunting off to find our parents to inform them that the cool cat had done something very uncool.

To me, it didn’t matter that he had a reputation of being one of the hip kids on the block. I wasn’t awed by his popularity or reputation as the unpredictable and bold loner who had shocked and wowed the county. At this moment, all he represented to me was the showy braggart who proved his ability to do everything that wisdom and common sense cautioned against—and more importantly, he was the lunkhead who wrecked my big day!

“Mom! Clarence!”

“Wha’s a matter?” Clarence asked.

I took a deep breath, calming my angered nerves before I spoke. “You won’t believe it. He done did it,” I began. “He drove that horse right into the thick of it! You gotta come help him!”

Earlier that day, when we arrived at the range, I stepped out of the car and took in my surroundings with rapture. Horses lined up just outside the stables and stalls, all saddled and ready to go, clean, well fed, and poised, standing calmly...
and obediently near their handlers. My ride was gonna be perfect. My imagination had already erupted with scenes of my hair blowing in the wind, clouds of dust swirling up from each hoof as it struck the ground, and a triumphant fantasy theme playing in from out of nowhere as my trusted steed leapt over the cacti and brush of the desert flora. This was it! I was living the dream…

Once greeted by the handlers, we were asked what kind of horses we were each looking for. Joe’s answer was cocky.

“Gimme the fastest one ya got,” he said with a confident nod.

I was thirteen, Joe was fourteen, and even at such a young age, I had heard so many stories about this guy, but I wasn’t going to immediately jump on the bandwagon of admiration for anyone. Still, simply asking for the fastest horse they had was not a crime, so I kept my reservation to myself as I requested an easy-rider.

“Now, here’s the deal, kids,” Clarence began with a look of warning as I climbed into the saddle. “You can ride all over the place out here a’far as I care, but whatever you do,…” he paused, made eye contact with Joe, and then repeated those words with emphasis, “whatever you do…DO NOT ride up over that hill.” Clarence’s hand gestured to a nearby mound of earth. I turned to look, making a note of its location, and then turned back to Clarence with full attention.

“Why not? It’s jist a hill,” Joe said callously.

“B’cause.” Clarence’s straight eye met Joe’s with authority while his other focused on the stables. “There’s a huge mud pit on th’ other side of it. If you go near it, your horse an’ you both are gonna sink in an’ get stuck up to yer breather gills in mud. I don’t care where else ya’ll go ridin’, but that there hill is off limits.”

“Okay,” I answered with sincere obedience.

“Sure thing,” Joe said nonchalantly.

“I mean it Joe,” Clarence directed one last time, his wayward eye narrowing.

“Yyyup,” was Joe’s response.

A minute later, we were released to the range. Mom and Clarence had made their way behind the stables, and I followed behind Joe, who pointed his horse in the direction of the forbidden hill.

For decades this story has been told and retold within family circles. Each time it is relived, it’s equally hard to believe, and it always sounds like some contrived or exaggerated scene from a comedy, but I promise you readers, this is exactly how it happened.

Clarence and Mom went their own way after the warning of the mud pit had been given firmly and irrefutably.

Then—and I kid you not—the first thing Joe did, as straight as a bird can fly, was set off in a full gallop toward that hill! Assuming that he planned to eventually go around it, I followed along in the same direction. Watching from behind, I kept expecting him to hug the outskirts of the mud pit…but I was not so fortunate.

Joe didn’t first assess the situation, consider his riding skills, and then attempt to show up his father’s warnings by dabbling at the edge of danger… No, no, no. That would have been too sensible. Joe, with reckless abandon, straight out of the gate, ran his horse absolutely head-first into that mud pit, as if, with breakneck speed, he was determined to accomplish the most foolhardy, harebrained expression of absurdity he was capable of.

It was quite the performance…

“What in the world!?” I said, halting my horse at the mud’s border. “What did you… Why did you… What in the world?”

I had absolutely no idea what this stunt was supposed to prove. And apparently, neither did he.

“Huh. Lookie there,” Joe said, adjusting his wide-brimmed cowboy hat. He looked downward, gripping the reins, watching as the horse struggled for footing in the impossible, mucky depths. The pit was, just as Clarence had warned, an unquestionably futile setting for even the most agile of stallions.

I stared as both horse and rider continued to sink. Within seconds, Joe was submerged up to his knees. The poor gelding bore the brunt of Joe’s decision, now standing up to the chest in sludge.

“What do we do now?” I asked, hoping for a helpful answer.

“Stupid horse,” Joe deflected, shaking his head in frustration.

Knowing full well that it was not the horse’s lack of intelligence that had led to this malady, I glanced about the area, considering my options. There didn’t appear to be anything useful nearby that would assist in pulling a horse and rider out of a mud pit, so I continued to wait for an answer from Joe. He shook his head again as he slid from the horse, sinking in up to his high waist. The horse had stopped struggling and merely stood there. The whole scene was pitiful.

“Well,” Joe said, “I guess you better go get my dad.”

It took a few minutes to find him and Mom. When I informed him that Joe had done ran his horse into the mud pit merely seconds after he had been instructed not to, Clarence’s eyes became crazy as he went immediately berserk with rage.

“I jis’ knew it!” he shouted. “I jis’ knew that kid was gonna run that horse inna the mud!”

Turning my horse about, I followed Clarence around several buildings, through the stables, and around the hill. All the while, Clarence shouted about “that ignorant kid,” lamenting that “you can’t teach that kid nothin’” because “he ain’t got a lick a sense”...

“Well now, Meathead!” Clarence said as we approached the pit. “Are you happy with your little accomplishment!? Did this little presentation achieve what you hoped it would?”

Joe had nothing to say. Taking his last few steps out of the muck and onto the dry desert sand, he stood quietly and shrugged, probably knowing very well that no explanation or excuse would shine any brighter than his folly at that moment. As Clarence lowered himself from his horse and marched toward the pit, Joe quickly stepped aside to let him pass.
“Tarnation,” Clarence went on. “Stupidest thing I ever seen. Just had to go showin’ off. Just had to prove somethin’.”
I glanced at Mom. She was as curious as I was. What on earth did this man think he was going to do? Why wasn’t he coming up with a plan to remove the horse from the pit? Why wasn’t he sending for help?
Trudging directly into and through the miry sludge, Clarence approached the horse, grumbling and hollering intermittently, waving his arms about in a fury. Then wrapping his arms around the horse’s torso, he heaved toward the closest drop-off point of the pit. I studied the distance between the edge of the pit and Clarence with skepticism. Even if he proved able to pull that horse all the way to the rim of this gluey abyss, he couldn’t possibly be planning to extract the horse with his bare hands...
But, as God is my witness, that is exactly what he did.
I remember watching his brute strength with awe. With nothing but his bare hands, Clarence pulled that horse, literally hauling the animal five times his own size, to the shore of the mud. From there, he moved to the horse’s side, wrapped his burly limbs under and around the front legs, and lifted! The horse’s hooves caught the edge of solid ground, and after a brief struggle, the horse managed to pull himself out completely. Clarence followed shortly behind, covered head to toe in grime and sweat.
And then, as if we hadn’t just witnessed an almost inhuman exhibition of strength, Clarence fell straight back into his casual parenting tactics.
“Joe, you’ve done a lot of stupid things, but that was a doozy.”

Still Joe stood without a response. I could tell by his posture and facial expression that he was putting up airs. Despite how embarrassed anyone in his position would have felt, he played it off by his cavalier stance. I’ll never forget how Joe looked that day, covered in filth, trying to act unaffected, like a sophisticated teenage stud while his father scolded him right on the spot in front of a girl.
“Naw, you ain’t got nothin’ ta say,” Clarence waved his hand dismissively. “Just stand there like a dumb-dumb with your big ridiculous hat, thinkin’ yer a cowboy. Go on, now! Let’s woo the women, shall we? How ’bout we go find ourselves a cliff to jump off, too? Why don’t we just get real impressive while we’re at it?”
Clarence turned back to his own horse, walking him by the reins toward the stables. Over his shoulder, he continued to mutter. It had been an event for sure, but thanks to Joe and his great descent, the entire joyride lasted five minutes before the rest of our time was spent rescuing horses and cleaning up for the afternoon.
Needless to say, Joe hadn’t given off the best first impression. When he ruined my day and deprived me of my horseback adventure, I didn’t care that he was the cat’s meow to all the other girls my age. Little did I know at the time, however, this “Joe” was still being molded as well, and he would become the finest man I would ever have the privilege of knowing.
For the next few years, I only saw Joe in passing, as he lived with his mother in Arizona. Meanwhile, I grew to be more socially independent, because I was awkward around my peers most of the time. My hair was stringy-straight and “tow-head” blonde, my teeth were crooked because...
of a cleft palate I had been born with, and I was thin as a rail. My confidence in making friends, talking to boys, or participating in group events was nonexistent. The need for a true attachment to others was always present, but never fulfilled. But when Joe came down for a visit one weekend several years later, he and I discovered that we had more in common than I had originally expected. He might have been the cool loner, but he was a loner just the same, and an authentic connection between him and his peers was just as difficult to come by as it had been for me. He was never left wanting for a girlfriend, as the line of interested girls seemingly went on forever. Still, though, nothing between him and the silly girls he had met had ever been genuine. We were both terribly lonely and living in a world of strangers. We were perfect for each other.

I didn’t even know his real name was Thomas until the day we went in to the courthouse to pick up wedding papers. And now, here we are, forty-plus years, three grown children, and seven grandkids later.

The lesson of the muddy horse is clearer to me now than ever. Don’t judge a situation—or a person—based on early impressions.

God was still working on Joe.

There was a board game that was immensely popular in my area circa 1967 or so, called “The Mystery Date.” The purpose of the game was to try to get matched with the ideal mate at the end. For the girls, there were five possible mates, from a dashing man with flowers in a tux to a sweaty man in overalls and a tool belt. The latter of these two was, at least in the game, the less desirable mate to be matched with. It gets me to thinking…

So many young girls imagine the tuxedo and flowers and charming smile as the ideal, when in reality, many times it is the young man who is most well-versed at sweeping the ladies off their feet who brings the most trouble. Girls envision a knight in shining armor and end up with a dud. I was given the boy who washed off his mud and revealed the shining armor underneath.

People think they know what they want. People think they know what they need. People think they know what other people can offer them. But, people can, and do, base these “knows” on fantasies or preconceived ideas that are entirely unrealistic. We may want the man in a tux, not comprehending that the man in the mud is ten times the greater gain. Oftentimes we need to stop thinking we know what we don’t yet know about people and situations.

Don’t judge the man in the mud. Mud can be washed off, revealing surprising layers of character underneath. This person could become the best friend you will ever have. They could become one of the smartest and most profound minds on the planet, affecting millions in a beneficial and valuable ministry.

That man in the mud could just end up being the man who partners with you and God to help build Whispering Ponies Ranch.

Trust me, folks. This short excerpt from my life story, No Fences, is only the tip of the iceberg. If you would like more dirt on Tom—whoops! ahem…that is, if you would like the full story (wink, wink)—or if you would like to partner with Tom and I, please contact SkyWatch TV or Whispering Ponies Ranch for more details.

Be blessed in Christ, for the kids…
Nita & Tink
Jer 29:11
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Joe Horn—There Are Gifts Of The Spirit The Church Doesn’t Talk About... Yours!

Private Investigator And Author Allie Anderson: Millennial Paradox
I’m sure we’ve all heard someone say by now, “2020 was not what I signed up for!” and I think we can all agree that, while most years have unexpected surprises, 2020 was a year special all to itself and one that none of us could have anticipated. It left a lot of people feeling isolated, alone, depressed, confused, outraged, and worse. Of course, we know that God is on the throne, and we are never truly alone, but that doesn’t always change our mood. Sometimes it’s hard to switch gears or “choose happy,” as my mom would say (and as my husband and I now continue to say in our home). As we begin this new year together, that is one thing that I hope 2021 brings forth for all of us: a change in mood, and an uplift in spirit.

Now, it doesn’t have to be as grandiose as 2020 chaos for us to struggle with mood. We can all attest to the fact that a negative change in mood can come from a variety of things: a stressful day at work, challenging day with the kids, someone cutting us off in traffic, or an all-around “Murphy’s Law” kind of day...we’ve all had them. What can we rely on to help get us out of those moods? How do we keep happy when life throws us lemons? Of course, that is different for everyone. So perhaps the better question to ask is, “What can I do to keep my mood elevated?”

Actually, there are a variety of things we can do.

**AVOID THE SAD DIET**

First, it’s important to eat healthy! The way that we eat impacts our mood. Believe it or not, our bodies crave nutrition, and we need real food—meaning non-processed—to help aid in our bodies’ production of appropriate hormone responses and clear thinking. When we eat highly processed foods or products containing excitotoxins, which is the majority of food included in our SAD (Standard American Diet) diet, there isn’t enough nutritional value to feed our cells so that they can perform the vast amount of tasks happening in our body each minute. In fact, it goes further: These types of foods are often viewed as invaders (similar to viruses) in the body, causing the body to have to work extra hard to combat away these “foods” instead of utilizing them for energy. This leaves us still hungry and often tired as our cells are still having to perform necessary tasks without fuel, while simultaneously working much harder than necessary to remove the energy-deprived invader, leaving the cells overworked and contributing to our own exhaustion.

If you ask me, this is very SAD indeed!

Eating a diet that is free of all processed foods, refined sugars, trans fats, and pesticides—and choosing instead to fuel the body with foods that are rich in antioxidants and good fats—can often drastically improve our overall mood.
**Choose to Move the Body God Gave You**

Secondly, we have the option to exercise. We all know that exercise is great for a variety of reasons. Not everyone knows how central it is to the subject of moods. When you exercise, your body releases endorphins, which are essential in helping us manage stress and reduce feelings of pain.

How incredible is this?! God built into our body’s the ability to access this release of tension and stress by doing something that is completely free!

Exercise and physical activity can be different for each person. For instance, I grew up with a lot of women in my life who loved to run. I detest running, but that is okay! My husband introduced me to weightlifting shortly after we got married, and I thought he was crazy. I didn’t even know women lift weights.

I thought, *That’s not for me. It’s not “my thing.”* At another point, I went as far as to think, *Maybe I just hate exercise. And doesn’t everyone?*

I now know how ridiculous that was.

As it turns out, I only hated the exercises I had tried prior to that, and when I gave weight-training a real chance, I found what works best for me. Now, I can see how the consistency of my exercise worked to diminish the level of stress and tension that I used to face—but that *doesn’t* mean I believe weight-lifting is best for everyone.

Due to the fact that we are so incredibly diverse, it’s important to explore different types of exercise and see what works best for you and your body. It is always wise to start at a low intensity and go slow in order to reduce risk of injury, as well as to allow yourself to grow at a consistent, steady, and safe pace in whatever you decide to do. Some people enjoy stretching, others dancing; some folks choose yardwork for their exercise, or even roller skating. It varies for each individual. Find an activity that brings you joy. Add an extra serving of happy to your exercise, and experience the natural release of those endorphins that work to keep your mood elevated.

**Supplement the D!**

Third, a vitamin that has been known to provide vital nutrition for happiness and mood is vitamin D. Years ago, I struggled from intense migraines that eventually landed me in the E.R. twice with very confused doctors who prescribed post-surgery pain killers and sent me home. After the second trip, feeling hopeless, my mom suggested I try an M.D. she knew who also specialized in holistic health practices. Feeling desperate and let down by western medicine, I conceded.

At my appointment, from the questions this new doctor asked me, we concluded I had a lot more than just migraines going on. Symptoms ranged from digestion issues, to deflated mood, and further to a concerning lack of motivation.
I remember telling her, “I just don’t feel like myself, and haven’t in a long time.” She took some blood and ran some tests to check for any potential deficiencies, and the results shocked her. I remember when she looked at me and said, “You are severely deficient in vitamin D!”

I was living in southern California at the time, working part time and enjoying hanging around beside the pool on my days off in summer. I asked if increasing my time out in the sun would take care of the problem, and she answered to the negative. She went on to explain the importance of taking a vitamin D supplement for multiple health-related areas, emphasizing the benefits of improvement of mood and happiness, and that led to a year and a half on a certain supplement she recommended. During this time, I also changed my diet and started exercising more regularly.

While I could see motivation improve, along with the release of some tension and stress from these other lifestyle changes, I still struggled to feel like my whole self. I felt like a shell of myself, or “half of me,” and I began to question the value of vitamin D. At the time, I didn’t firmly grasp the fact that supplements do vary greatly depending on quality and composition. I didn’t grasp the importance of a reputable company from my own research, nor did I have a firm understanding of bio individuality (the idea that this product may have been amazing, but that fact alone could not guarantee that it would work for my individual body.) Nonetheless, I stopped taking the vitamin D supplement that doctor had suggested, deciding that its failure might have been because the doctor was wrong—or that her suggestion might work for others, but not for me. I didn’t give another thought to taking any vitamin D supplement for years following. Fast forward to more recent times; I now know the incredible benefits of vitamin D!

I know that it plays a large role in the immune system, it’s essential for bone and heart health, and I further acknowledge how vital vitamin D is for mood. Despite learning these facts over time, I still never bothered to find a vitamin D supplement to replace the one I had stopped taking. Then, finally, we received our Edens D and this changed everything for me.

It really did… It’s not just “a line I’m feeding you.” I don’t normally even write for this magazine, but I do so now because, no lie, this supplement has changed my life.

I started taking our Edens D for its benefits to the immune system when I felt ill for the first time in years. However, this D was very different. For me, it fulfilled what the doctor had told me years ago about taking vitamin D in reference to mood. It gave me back my whole personality; it gave me back me. I don’t rejoice in this because I think I’m particularly fantastic or because I think there is anything uniquely terrific about me, but if you have ever felt like someone living in the wrong skin—in a shell that doesn’t fit—then you know the beauty of those ever-fleeting moments when you catch a glimpse of your old self: that happy person having a good day that you would give anything to become again.

In fact, in 2020, I would argue that probably most of us have experienced this feeling to some degree. But that is how I felt for years prior to any pandemic or other crises of the last year, and when I started to take our Edens D, the change and impact it made in my life has rendered me forever grateful. I now understand my holistic doctor for explaining the importance of vitamin D for the first time, and the impact it can have on a healthy disposition, so I wanted to take the time today to have that same conversation with you. If you are struggling with mood and happiness, and you are interested in taking cost-effective action, then Edens D may be beneficial for you as well.

Lastly, as we continue in this new year, whatever may come your way, whatever supplements you try, or lifestyle changes you make, I pray you are able to choose happy and have a most blessed year.
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Millions of Americans are suffering a health crisis epidemic right now, completely unnecessarily. But what if I told you, it didn’t have to be this way? The truth for many, is that the real culprit of modern disease is simply a lack of God-given knowledge. In Unlocking Eden, we provide hopeful, scientifically supported revelations regarding how YOU can access freedom from the bondages of disease. From the importance of detoxification, circadian rhythm, intermittent fasting, and unburdening metabolic pathways, to maximizing immunity, methylation and absolute essentials like quality sleep, Unlocking Eden is filled cover to cover with groundbreaking information that can help unlock the body’s natural healing mechanisms, which can revolutionize your health and your life!

In this incredible special collection from SkyWatch TV, you’ll also receive the Unlocking Eden Companion DVD! Featuring the entire 4-week television series on Unlocking Eden, and special content with co-authors Daniel Belt and Joe Horn, on securing some of natures most powerful anti-viral nutrition during seasons of virus, flu and so much more!

In this special offer, we’re also including the never-before released, Special Edition Edens Essentials Publication, which features special reports on gut health, chronic pain & sleep management, fermented foods, and yes, so much more!

You’ll also receive the Edens Essentials Founders-Vision DVD featuring interviews with Dr. Thomas Horn, Daniel Belt and Joe Horn on the vision to provide nutrient-dense supplements, derived directly from non-genetically modified foods, grown from clean soil, free of pesticides, herbicides, and bio sediments to achieve the highest degree of health possible!

Plus, because we want to provide you with every tool possible to achieve optimal wellness, we’re including for the first time ever, absolutely free, the international best selling book Timebomb with Companion DVD! This unprecedented ground breaking combination reveals how to easily read food labels to avoid toxic ingredients like GMO’s, pesticides and other bio-sediments, what leaky-gut syndrome is and how to reverse it, what neuroscience says about the miraculous gut-brain connection and more! Featuring healthcare professionals like Dr. Ralph Umbriaco, Dr. Joshua Vance, and Dr. Matthew Sams on how to achieve your optimal physiological health!

YOURS NOW FOR A DONATION OF ONLY $35 (PLUS S/H)

Bible Secrets To Unlocking Eden.
Revolutionize Your Health!

What Happened To Sharon Gilbert? The Secret Of Circadian Rhythm Did THIS?

What You Need To Know About Methylation! Is This Happening To You?

Astonishing Facts About Your Inner “Ecosystem”

SKYWATCHTVSTORE.COM  844-750-4985
The Edens Essentials selection of supplements are the result of our endeavor to have the most effective, exceptionally valued support available for the balanced health and well-being of our families and friends. The extensive, highly detailed, and diligent scrutiny of each ingredient and process involved in the development of every product we offer is the only reasonable way to have achieved this goal.

In offering these products to you, Edens Essentials urges your consideration of the recommended dosages, and how each supplement could affect or relate to your current health maintenance plan, including any medications you may be taking.

If you have questions, comments or concerns, you can feel free to contact us via email at info@edensessentials.com or by calling us at 800-652-7168 and one of our experienced team members will help you promptly.

We look forward to serving you!
EDENS D
• Supports the immune system
• Provides vital nutrition for happiness and mood
• Essential support for bone and heart health

Vitamin D is one of the most essential nutrients for the human body because of its role affecting a multitude of systems. Edens D3 serum offers 1,000 IU per serving of natural-source Vitamin D3 as a fat-soluble liquid in a base of extra virgin olive oil. D3 is the preferred form of vitamin D (not vitamin D2) because it is better metabolized by the body. D3 Serum is also without those chemical tagalongs such as magnesium stearate (a questionable excipient) or other chemical no-no’s.

SKU: Edens D .43 FL Oz $14.99

EDENS ZINC
• Vitally important for many of the body’s systems
• Essential nutrient for immunity
• Responsible for many of the body’s enzymatic processes

To maintain robust whole-body health, a full complement of essential micronutrients is required. Essential micronutrients – including zinc – can be consumed through foods such as nuts, leafy greens, and beans, as well as in supplement form. Micronutrients offer critical support of the cell cycle and support maintenance of healthy muscle and nerve function. Zinc plays an especially important role in these processes and is required for the healthy function of hundreds of enzymes that facilitate metabolic processes in the body.

The immune system protects the body against pathogens and potentially damages foreign bodies. When immune dysfunction occurs due to a zinc deficiency, restoring healthy levels of zinc can help support and improve healthy cell function. This micronutrient supports both innate and adaptive immunity. To distinguish between cells that are part of the body’s own healthy tissue and from those that are threats against the immune system, immune cells communicate with one another. For this communication to be successful, the immune cells must have healthy receptors. Ligands, which bind to the outside of the receptor and allow it to be activated, are critical to this process. Zinc interacts with many ligands to support this cell signaling, an important component to healthy immune system function.

Zinc is a critical micronutrient, but the type of zinc in supplements can influence the impact on the body. Many zinc supplements on the market are formulated with zinc oxide or zinc carbonate, which are poorly absorbed and nearly insoluble. In contrast, Liquid Zinc Assay is made with zinc sulfate heptahydrate, a hydrated form of zinc sulfate, that is water soluble. This highly absorbable form of zinc is designed to provide healthy zinc supplementation.

SKU: Zinc 8 FL Oz $17.99

EDENS PROTECTION
• Contains Astaxanthin, a powerful carotenoid antioxidant, helps neutralize free radicals
• Supports cardiovascular, brain, eye and skin health
• Is an algae-based Astaxanthin
• Quality tested for identity, purity, composition, and strength

Edens Protection is a unique formula that features a selected range of valued botanicals including natural algae-sourced astaxanthin, a potent, lipid soluble carotenoid antioxidant that helps neutralize free radicals.

Astaxanthin will actually accumulate right in the membrane of the cell and the mitochondria where it can provide key antioxidant support for the cell and its components. Astaxanthin has the highly beneficial and unique property that it can quench free radicals by accepting or donating electrons without itself being destroyed or becoming a pro-oxidant.

Astaxanthin delivers a wide range of benefits: it supports the health of the cardiovascular system, the eyes and skin and is able to cross the blood-brain barrier to provide further support from oxidative stress. This comprehensive formula also includes Asta-Active Blend, a botanical support blend composed of high value herbal agents that offer a complex phytonutrient profile for added nutritional support.

SKU: Protect 60 Capsules $35.95
**EDENS BLOOD SUGAR SUPPORT**
- Supports healthy blood sugar levels
- Assists in proper insulin regulation
- Can help support the pancreas and kidneys

Edens Blood Sugar Support is a broad-spectrum botanical formula designed to offer comprehensive support for pancreatic health. Digestive support and healthy blood sugar levels that are already within the normal range can be supported by Edens Essential’s secret weapon: Indonesian cinnamon bark!

Cinnamon bark has had a long history of use in traditional healthcare systems and has also been used in modern times as a botanical supplement to target gastrointestinal health as a digestive system aid. The use of cinnamon in nutritional formulas can naturally target the pancreas and support healthy blood sugar levels.

*NEW ITEM!*
SKU: Sugar  60 Capsules  $24.99

---

**EDENS LEAN**
- Supports healthy body weight
- Can assist with blood sugar
- Helps with maintaining lean muscle
- Can provide good, clean energy

This formula delivers a powerful group of world-class, full spectrum botanical ingredients, herbal extracts and specialized nutritional agents – all combined together in one formula that is designed to support healthy weight management, lean body mass and glycemic metabolism.

Our Green Coffee Bean is standardized to contain a full 200 mg of chlorogenic acid per 2 capsules (one serving). Chlorogenic acid is a naturally occurring component of the green coffee bean, which has antioxidant-like properties. Exciting new research shows the beneficial effects of chlorogenic acid on body composition and metabolism. Green Coffee Bean targets the body’s metabolic pathways to support healthy glucose response.

Next this formula includes the thermogenic ingredient, Citrus Aurantium extract, a patented extract called Advantra Z®. Clinical studies show that the natural-source ingredient, Advantra Z®, promotes thermogenesis and thus, supports healthy, safe weight management as well as helping to sustain the ratio of lean muscle to total body mass. Other studies show that it helps promote fat breakdown. This should not be confused with synthetic forms of synephrine which may have undesirable effects.

*NEW ITEM!*
SKU: Lean  90 Capsules  $26.99

---

**EDENS HEART**
- Multi-nutrient formula provides cardiovascular support
- Supports cellular energy production
- Naturally fermented CoQ-10. Fat soluble in its most bioavailable form
- Supports cardiovascular health
- PhytoChemical Profile Verified (PCPV)
- Tested for identity, purity, strength and composition

Edens Heart is a targeted nutraceutical formula that promotes vital cardiovascular health. This product features premier quality coenzyme Q-10 (50 mg/cap) which is derived from a natural fermentation process (not synthetic CoQ-10). This form of CoQ-10 is fat-soluble and is identical to the CoQ-10 that is naturally produced by cells in the body. Live-source, “trans” isomer CoQ-10 is preferred to synthetic, “cis” isomer CoQ-10 in long term use. CoQ-10 is an essential nutrient that is a vital component of cellular energy production. CoQ-10 is an important part of the mitochondrial electron transport system and supplies cellular energy support to all cells of the body. CoQ-10 especially supports the heart muscle and other bodily tissues that have high energy needs. Edens Heart also features two key nutraceutical blends, CardioPlex and Cardio Essentials, which offer a broad range of biocompatible botanical agents with a complex phytochemical profile for additional nutritional support.

*NEW ITEM!*
SKU: Heart  60 Capsules  $29.95

---

Edens Essentials can be an important part of YOUR EFFECTIVE HEALTH STRATEGY!
EDENS ADAPT
• This formula is designed to assist the adrenal glands. How the adrenals function has wide ranging implications to a person’s overall health
• Designed to support the body’s daily reactions to stress and anxiety
• Broad spectrum of constituents to nourish the body and to help provide energy
• PhytoChemical Profile Verified (PCPV)
• Tested for identity, purity, strength (where applicable), composition, and quality
Edens Adapt is a premier quality, nutraceutical formula designed to support healthy adrenal glands. It is a synergistic blend of super phytonutrients and adaptogenic herbs to support and strengthen the adrenal glands like no other formula. It incorporates the latest Chinese research and the most recent clinical findings producing the super potent cordyceps formula, Edens Adapt.

SKU: Adapt 60 Capsules $24.95

EDENS ONE
• An ideal, all in one multi-nutrient formula for the whole family
• A once living phytonutrient formula coming from whole foods
• Provides daily support for energy, immunity and digestion
• Is a Phytonutrient formula
• Is Phytoforensic screened for adulterants
• Is tested for identity, purity, strength, and composition
This ideal, daily nutritional formula for the entire family is a once-living phytonutrient formula. This multivitamin provides broad spectrum, premier nutrition designed to deliver a quantum shift in energy, health and vitality. We believe that a whole nutrient formula and its entire biocompatible nutritional symphony is priceless in terms of supporting overall health. Thus, attempting to measure a live-source formula on the same RDA scale as synthetics is really meaningless.

SKU: One 60 Capsules $24.95

EDENS B COMPLETE
• B vitamins play a key role in many of the body’s vital functions such as nerve, brain, mood and energy production
• B vitamins are essential for healthy skin and metabolism
• Supports clarity and memory
• Promotes cognitive function, heart health and mood balance
B vitamins play important roles in nearly all of the body’s functional systems. Some of the wide-reaching supportive roles of B vitamins include the health of the nervous system, support for liver, skin and hair as well as maintaining muscle tone in the gastrointestinal tract. A sufficient level of B vitamin intake is essential for maintaining adequate energy metabolism, mood balance, hormone synthesis, hemoglobin formation and proper nerve cell impulse transmissions.

SKU: BCcomp 60 Capsules $24.95

EDENS GREENS
• Fermented whole foods to assist with digestion and elimination
• A full spectrum of naturally occurring vitamins and minerals
• Assistance to the body’s organs, including the liver and colon, in detoxification
• Pre-digested nutrients which are more bioavailable, making them better assimilated by the body
• Prebiotic, probiotic, and postbiotic activity
Edens Greens is a complete whole-food formula that contains fermented organic barley grass, fermented organic oat grass, fermented organic kale, and fermented organic chlorella, among other superfoods. In addition to the grasses, dark leafy vegetables, herbs, and more, there is a powerhouse of prebiotic, probiotic, and postbiotic activity. Edens Greens includes an amazing blend of enzymes and probiotics in a fermented form to aid in normal digestion and elimination. This combination works to provide your body with incredible nutrition and maximum bioavailability all while simultaneously alkalizing and energizing your inner ecosystem.

SKU: Greens 150 Capsules $27.99
EDENS METHYL PRO
- Supports healthy methylation, neurological, cardiovascular and emotional health
- Contains choline, which supports synthesis of a key neurotransmitter, supports cell membrane health as well cholesterol and fat metabolism
- Contains fully activated methyl donors
- Contains 5-methyltetrahydrofolate, B12 as methylcobalamin, choline bitartrate and B6 as pyridoxal-5-phosphate
- Is quality tested for identity, purity, strength, and composition
Edens Methyl Pro delivers the most dynamic support in methyl group supplementation for human nutrition today. Phyto-Methylate is a rich source of biologically available methyl donors and cofactors, important for advanced cellular functions such as DNA methylation, homocysteine synthesis and protein synthesis. Methylation is the biochemical process of the transfer of one carbon atom and three hydrogen atoms, CH3 – a methyl group, from one substance to another. Supporting healthy methylation is vital to promoting healthy genetic expression and cellular functions. When sufficient methyl groups are available, it has a positive effect regulating many biochemical reactions throughout the body, including cardiovascular, neurological, reproductive and detoxification systems.

SKU: Methyl 60 Capsules $24.95

EDENS VISION
- Powerful eye, macula, and vision support formula
- Natural sources of zeaxanthin and lutein. Powerful carotenoids stored in the macula may promote the density and integrity of the macular pigment
- Features researched eye support nutrients: natural-source lutein (from marigold flowers) at 10 mg/cap and natural-source zeaxanthin (from marigold flowers) at 2 mg/cap
- Quality tested for identity, purity, composition, and strength where applicable
Vision is one of your most precious gifts in life, promote the health of your eyes today with the most comprehensive antioxidant protection ever conceived. Lutein and Zeaxanthin are the two key carotenoid pigments stored in the macula and may promote the integrity and density of the macular pigment through their antioxidant properties. Increased intake of these carotenoids maintain healthy photoreceptor function in the macula as well as supporting the health of the retina. The combination of Lutein and Zeaxanthin promote full retinal health, photoreceptor health, and overall support for the macula. In addition to the science-backed foundation of Zeaxanthin and Lutein, this proprietary nutraceutical formula also features 350mg of the botanical powerhouse, Eye Integrity Support Blend. Together, they supply a broad range of biocompatible botanical agents which offer a complex phytochemical profile for additional nutritional support.

SKU: Vision 60 Capsules $24.95

EDENS C
- Is a whole food Vitamin C formula
- Vitamin C is a powerful antioxidant required in a vast array of the body’s day to day function such as metabolism and the absorption of iron
- Supports immune function.
- Includes Acerola, Bilberry Fruit, and more
- Without added Ascorbic Acid
- PhytoChemical Profile Verified (PCPV)
Vitamin C is a water-soluble vitamin which must be obtained through the diet. In human biochemistry, it acts as a free radical scavenger and antioxidant while providing other important health factors.
Unlike most Vitamin C products, Edens C is a potent, 100% natural botanical Vitamin C formula without synthetic ascorbic acid or calcium ascorbate. It features our premium whole food blends of C Food Blend and C Food Support for optimal, full spectrum, nutritional support. The total Vitamin C content in this formula is from natural sources, including organic acerola, organic bilberry fruit and more. This product delivers premier antioxidant power with natural free radical quenching activity for optimal immune support.

SKU: EdensC 60 Capsules $24.95

GIVE SOMEONE A GIFT CERTIFICATE!
—CLICK HERE FOR INFO—
EDENS ESSENTIALS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD EXTRACTS

CBD is a powerful plant extract that has been used for wellness for thousands of years. Our CBD is derived from a specific strain of plant containing one of many cannabinoids that have a variety of effects on our body’s endocannabinoid system. In fact, we actually have receptors and compounds in our bodies that interact with these naturally occurring compounds.

Not all natural extracts are created equally, and most certainly not all CBD is the same. At Edens Essentials, we believe that if you want to create the best products available, excellence must be a priority at every stage. With this as a guidepost, we can partner with the right people and companies to achieve a high standard of business. To further our mission of creating the world’s best CBD products, we choose our partners very carefully. After extensive due-diligence, Edens Essentials decided to partner with the broker of the largest grower, manufacturer and distributor of plant-derived phytocannabinoids in the U.S. This partner makes the raw compounds we use in our products.

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD TINCTURES

- Promote brain, nerve and hormonal health
- Are THC free
- Can support deep sleep and may provide protection against stress and anxiety
- Contain 1350mg per bottle, and 45mg per serving of Premium Broad Spectrum CBD Extract

Premium Broad Spectrum CBD Tinctures formulated to provide potent support in liquid format. The included measured dropper allowing for a customizable and personalized dosage that is most suitable for a full variety of functions. Available in your choice of 3 different flavors:

- **EDENS PEPPERMINT CBD TINCTURE**
  - SKU: CBDMint
  - 1.0 Oz / 30 mL
  - $89.95

- **EDENS FRESH LEMON CBD TINCTURE**
  - SKU: CBDLemon
  - 1.0 Oz / 30 mL
  - $89.95

- **EDENS NATURAL CBD TINCTURE**
  - SKU: CBDNat
  - 1.0 Oz / 30 mL
  - $89.95

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD SALVE

- Localized pain relief from skin discomfort
- Is THC free
- Helps with tension, inflammation and muscle soreness
- For individuals who are looking for a more natural way to relieve pain
- 500mg per jar

Support well-functioning joints with the help of our CBD Salve. A balanced combination of phytocannabinoid-rich CBD oil, beeswax and aromatic essential oils helps soothe muscles and support skin health.

- **SKU: CBDSalve**
  - 1.0 Oz
  - $49.99

EDENS PREMIUM BROAD SPECTRUM CBD SOFTGELES

- Promotes brain, nerve and hormonal health
- Is THC free
- Can support deep sleep and may provide protection against stress and anxiety
- 750 mg per bottle
- 25 mg per serving

A carefully formulated and balanced provision of our Premium Broad Spectrum CBD Extracts, for everyday support in convenient softgels.

- **SKU: CBDGel**
  - 30 Softgels
  - $59.95
EDENS MUSHROOMS

- Offers wide ranging immune support from mushrooms which are fermented to unlock the full potential of such nutrients as beta glucans
- Their fermentation process means that this product supports digestion and microflora with prebiotic fiber
- Polysaccharides, which are what’s known as powerful immunomodulators, help nourish and strengthen the body’s immune system

Edens Mushrooms Blend features six different types of organically grown, premier quality fermented mushrooms in their full-spectrum state. This blend is ideal for maximum bioavailability, digestion and absorption. Current research shows that the human immune system can be given excellent support by using a mixture of polysaccharides from several proven immunomodulating mushrooms. The pre-digested, fermented organic mushrooms in this product offer a vast array of naturally occurring vitamins, minerals and immunomodulating polysaccharides.

SKU: Shrooms 7.4 Oz $29.71

EDENS FERMENTED TURMERIC

- Is fermented to unlock the full potential of this powerful herb
- Supports a healthy inflammatory response as well as liver and cardiovascular function
- Has been shown to assist the body’s maintenance of proper blood sugar levels
- Maintains healthy digestion

Edens Fermented Turmeric is a revolutionary, highly absorbable probiotic-fermented organic turmeric rhizome and organic fermented ginger powder in their full spectrum state, cultivated with our partners signature probiotic-fermented delivery system. This provides maximum bioavailability, digestion and absorption.

For centuries, turmeric has been the quintessential herb choice for promoting liver health, maintaining healthy digestion, supporting a healthy inflammatory response and cardiovascular health. Turmeric naturally has a high concentration of active compounds known as curcuminoids. Curcuminoids have poor water solubility and poor permeability, which may result in low absorption rates in the gut and can also limit its systemic availability. By fermenting both organic turmeric and ginger with our unique probiotic culture, this process is able to predigest the herbs’ naturally occurring compounds to deliver the full spectrum of these highly desirable phytocomponents at their full activity and in their most bioavailable forms.

SKU: Turmeric 4.7 Oz $21.99

BE SURE TO BROWSE THROUGH OUR BOOKS AND MEDIA SELECTION! —CLICK HERE—
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALOE VERA PLUS</strong></td>
<td>• Gives soothing relief for gastrointestinal distress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Promotes healthy bowel function and elimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Supports digestion and detoxification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stomach upset or colon issues? Engage the powerful healing properties of our Aloe Vera Plus. This organic and wildcrafted botanical supplement is a strong addition to aid your stomach as well as your digestive and elimination tracts. This gentle formula supports the mucous membrane linings and the colon to help ease the bowels to promote a healthy and clean body. By virtue of helping the mucous membrane linings, a person could also find benefits in their sinus health. Aloe Vera Plus is a great product to provide support across a multitude of systems in the body.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKU</td>
<td>Aloe 60 Capsules $23.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **OREGANO SUPREME**          | • Provides support for the immune system                                |
|                               | • Is a Phenolic compound that has shown antimicrobial, antifungal and antibacterial properties |
|                               | Need some help with immunity or maybe an overgrowth of fungus? Edens Essentials Oregano Supreme is a multi-layered formula containing phenolic compounds that have shown many antimicrobial, anti-fungal and antibacterial properties. This combination of immune assisting botanicals is a good addition to a person’s health protocol. Carvacrol, one of the compounds in oregano that shows strong antioxidant function, can be a powerful tool in supporting one’s immunity. |
| SKU                          | Oregano 90 Capsules $14.99                                             |

| **LIVER DETOX**              | • Supports proper detoxification of the liver                           |
|                               | • Helps to improve digestion and the regulation of fat                  |
|                               | • Improves metabolic function and weight control                        |
|                               | Everyone needs a little help now and again, and that is especially true for our friend, the liver. For a seemingly ever-increasing variety of reasons, everybody’s liver get’s burdened over time. Liver Detox is a moderate support formula for cleansing and assisting the liver. The liver has a multitude of jobs and is under a lot of stress from different sources, such as environmental stress and toxins, so it would be good for us to give it a hand now and again. This formula will aid with detoxification, proper metabolic function and help reduce oxidative stress. The burden placed upon our organs over time is how we age, proper choices can help us turn back the clock. |
| SKU                          | Liver 90 Capsules $16.99                                               |

| **COLON CLEAN**              | • Assists with gastrointestinal distress                               |
|                               | • Detoxifies the colon                                                  |
|                               | • Improves overall bowel function                                       |
|                               | Edens Essentials Colon Clean is an organic and wildcrafted botanical supplement meant to support the colon and the natural elimination process. This comprehensive formula is designed to cleanse the colon of unwanted matter and provide assistance in the healing process. Many of today’s lifestyles make it difficult to maintain a healthy colon. Processed food, environmental toxins and being sedentary put a lot of stress on the body and our Colon Clean is a good way to give it the support it needs. |
| SKU                          | Colon 90 Capsules $14.99                                                |
JOIN DEREK AND SHARON GILBERT ON A TRIP TO THE HOLY LAND!
*** NOTE RE-SCHEDULED DATES! CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION! ***

[Image of the Holy Land]

JOE POT, ALLIE ANDERSON-HEASY, AND DONNA HOWELL!

FOR THE LORD HAS CHOSEN ZION; HE HAS DESIRED IT FOR HIS DWELLING PLACE:
“THIS IS MY RESTING PLACE FOREVER; HERE I WILL DWELL, FOR I HAVE DESIRED IT.”
(Psalm 132:13-14, ESV)

OCTOBER 3–18, 2021
WITH OPTIONAL JORDAN EXTENSION

We’ll visit:

• Jerusalem, the City of David, walk through the tunnels and touch the Western Wall
• Stand on the Temple Mount — site of the prophesied Battle of Armageddon
And we’ll explore key sites in the long war between God and the rebellious “sons of God,” such as:
• Mount Hermon, site of the Watchers’ rebellion and location of the assembly of the pagan ‘gods’.
• Banias, the Grotto of Pan, Golan Heights, the ancient kingdom of Bashan ruled by Og, last of the Rephaim.
• The Decapolis, where Jesus cast Legion into a herd of pigs.
• Qumran, where the Dead Sea scrolls were discovered.
• The Valley of Elah, where David slew Goliath,
• Gilgal Rephaim, Israel’s own ‘Stonehenge’, and the mysterious ‘Serpent Mound’ nearby

• PLUS Nazareth, Galilee, Baptisms in the Jordan, and so much more!

Israel Tour: October 3-18, 2021
With Optional 3-Day Tour to Jordan
(An extra night in Jerusalem, then cross to Jordan and see Mount Nebo, overlook the ruins of ancient Sodom, and spend a day at Petra!)

Click here to Register Online at LipkinTours.com
or call (Israel) +972-2-997-9329 - (U.S.) + 1-516-299+9389
A Note To Consider:
A little more than coincidence?
Recall that in Exodus 12:46 (also Numbers 9:12), the Israelites were commanded to prepare the Passover lamb in a way that wouldn't break a single bone? Remember that this is a prophecy of the Lamb of God, Jesus? You're already trekking with me on this one. This is a what-comes-first, chicken-or-egg conundrum, wondering whether God didn't want the Israelites to break the lamb's bones because not one bone of Jesus' would be broken (Psalm 34:20; John 19:30–37), or if none of Jesus’ bones would end up broken because that's how the Passover lamb was to die, but either way, God orchestrated this additional layer. Neither the lambs’ bones, nor the Lamb’s bones, would be broken in the carrying out of the sacrifice.

We all saw that one coming, I can hear readers thinking. Ah, yes, but do we all know how the Israelites had to prepare the Passover lamb in order for no bones to break? Do we know how they carefully roasted it in such a way that the entire meat of the animal could be accessed and devoured (Exodus 12:10) without breaking any bones? The process is not one we will go into in great detail because those with weak stomachs may not appreciate it, so, put simply: Once the lamb's organs were removed, a pole (or stick from a sturdy source such as a pomegranate tree) was inserted horizontally to splay the chest and upper arms of the animal open, guaranteeing even and thorough roasting. Then another pole was inserted vertically and driven into the ground in order to hang the animal upright near the fire. The removed entrails were coiled atop the lamb’s head, an ancient tradition called the “Crown Sacrifice” or the “Crown of the Passover Lamb.” The end result was literally a bloody-crowned lamb hanging on a cross...a visual foreshadowing of Christ's death. No regular human imagination could have coincidentally planned that element centuries before Christ ever came, or died, on the earth. Consider that when you celebrate the upcoming Passover or Resurrection Day meal!
— Donna Howell (excerpted from The Messenger)
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